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In this investigation an attempt has been made to develop estimators based on 
the partial triallel crosses suggested by Ponnuswamy (1982) for the design and 
genetic components of variance and to study their properties. 
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P.R, Rae, Dtrgf. oj%ztistics, S. V. Uniuersif>p College, Tirupati, India 
V.L. Narasimham, Dept. of Statistics, Nagatjuna University, Nagat-juna Nagar, 
Guntur, A. P., India 
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In this work we suggest a new method of constructing m-Group divisible second 
order rotatable designs using (m + 1) symmetrical unequal block arrangements. This 
forms a generalisation of the method of Ramachandra Rao, Narasimham and Sastry 
( 1983) for the construction of GDSORD. 
On a Decomposition of Pearson’s X2 Type Statistics with Applications to Tests of Fit 
A.(‘. Singh, Memorial University, St. John’s, Canada 
LeCam, Mahan and Singh (1983) showed that the two tests of goodness of fit, 
namely Pearson-Fisher’s QpI-, and Rao-Robson’s Q KK ai-e not asymptoiL_rily com- 
parable, but that each is optimal under a suitable class of alternatives. This leads 
to a problem of choosing between the two tests in a practical situation. In this 
article, we present a solution to this problem by first proposing an orthogonal 
partition of Q rz,C-type statistics into two parts such that Q,,[_. is equivalent to one of 
it> components. The other component provides a preliminary test in order to decide 
between the main tests Q,,[: and QKR. We also propose an easily computable but 
asymptotically equivalent form for QKK. 
On the Sequence-Compound and Empirical Bayes Estimation Problems 
R 3. CA ngh. L!niversit s of‘ Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada - . & 
R&bin>’ ~equenr:e-compound and empirical Raves approach to ti variety of 
Amrttion problem, is considered. A set of parametric as well as nonparametric 
c%tim;rtors based on the dtitrt from the present problem and the (data from the past 
~speri~n~ss of the problem is presented in both the sequence-compound tind the 
empirical Rayes cahes. Asymptotic optimality of these estimators under very mild 
conditions on the parameters is investigated in each case. 
